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Abstract

In earlier studies, the notion of generalized primitive recursive string functions has
been presented, and their connections with abstract paring-based primitive recursive
string functions have been investigated. Our study is centered around establishing
a fundamental theorem that states a connection between these two distinct sorts of
functions. The theorem specifically establishes that the universal definition of every
generalized pairing primitive recursive string function is contingent upon its correspon-
dence with a conventional(abstract) pairing primitive recursive string function. This
article introduces innovative concept of Pairing Primitive Recursive String Functions
(P-PRSF) for manipulating and interacting with word pairs. Based on the principles
of primitive recursion and pairing functions, P-PRSF enables the extraction, transfor-
mation, and combination of word components. The proposed theorems validate the
effectiveness of P-PRSF in capturing relationships within word pairs. Moreover, the
interplay between P-PRSF and Generalized Pairing PRSF (GP-PRSF) extends the
concept to involve more intricate interactions.
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1. Introduction

The foundational principles of basic recursive string functions have provided a framework
for comprehending the computing capacities of functions that manipulate individual words
from a specified alphabet[1, 2, 3]. This novel idea introduces the notion of generalized
pairing primitive recursive string functions (GP-PRSF) and endeavors to unveil the intricate
connections between these advanced functions and their conventional counterparts, known
as pairing primitive recursive string functions (P-PRSF) in the existing literature[4, 5].
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The motivation behind this investigation stems from an inherent curiosity: what occurs
when we surpass the limitations of individual words and engage in the process of manipulat-
ing pairs of words? In the context of this endeavor, the notion of GP-PRSF arises, enabling
the integration of indeterminate functions inside this novel framework. This study aims to
explore the fundamental connections between GP-PRSF and P-PRSF through an examina-
tion of a crucial theorem that provides insights into the circumstances under which these
functions are uniformly defined.

2. Pairing Primitive Recursive String Function (P-PRSF)

The concept of Pairing Primitive Recursive String Functions (P-PRSF) emerges as a formal-
ism to operate on pairs of words from a given alphabet. P-PRSFs build upon the foundation
of traditional Primitive Recursive String Functions (PRSF) [5, 6] and extend their capabili-
ties to address the complexities of word pairing.

Let A = {a1, a2, .ap} be a set of alphabets comprising p > 1 distinct symbols. The PRSF
function F is defined as operating on pairs of words, (P,Q), where P and Q are words
∈ A. The aim of F is to produce an output based on the input pair. Further, introducing
Π1(P,Q) = P and Π2(P,Q) = Q are basic pairing functions that extract the first and second
components of the pair, respectively[5].
An undefined basic pairing function: In the context of the extension for word pairing
as generalized word pairing (GPRPF), an undefined word pair function through U(P,Q)
returns an undefined value for any input pair (P,Q). It may refer to a scenario where a
function is not defined for certain input pairs as similar to an undefined value for PRSF [7].
This could be due to possible specific conditions or restrictions on the input pairs and also
serve as a foundation for generalized pairing.

2.1 Operators for Pairing Functions

Superposition: If F is a pairing function, and G1, G2, , Gn are pairing functions, then the
superposition F ∗ of F with G1, G2, , Gn is defined[5] as Equation 1 below:

F ∗(P,Q) = F (G1(P,Q), G2(P,Q), , Gn(P,Q)). (1)

In the case of only two pairs of words (P1, P2), it can be used as F ∗(P1, P2) =
F (G1(P1, P2), G2(P1, P2)), where only two representations are paired in terms of G1 and
G2.
Alphabetic Primitive Recursion for Pairing Functions: If F is a pairing function, and
H1, H2, , Hp are (n + 2) dimensional pairing functions, then the primitive recursive pairing
function[5] F+ of F with H1, H2, , Hp is defined ”for some” 1 ≤ i ≤ p as Equations 2 and 3:

F (P,Q) if R = Λ, (2)

Hi(P,Q,R, F+(P,Q,R)) if R = Qai for some a ∈ A. (3)

To better understand how operators use word pairing through P-PRSF, we perform these
operations as according to Table 1, where we’ll perform operations over three different input
pairs. The output for each input pair can be understood as a word that has been constructed
through a process that involves paired words and the application of functions. In the context
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Table 1: Perform P-PRSF through superposition and Alphabetic PRPF over different input pairs.

Operations Definitions Input1 Input2 Input3
⟨ab, ba⟩ ⟨a, bb⟩ ⟨ba, aba⟩

Π1 ab a ba
Π2 ba bb aba
Superposition with the following assumptions as

G1(P,Q) = Π2

G2(P,Q) = Sg(Q)
to extract the first symbol from the 2nd component of word pairs
F (P,Q) = Π1

F ∗(P,Q) : F (G1(P,Q), G2(P,Q))

ba bb aba

Alphabetic PRPF F+ = F (P,Q) as Equation 2 for R =
Λ

ab a ba

Alphabetic PRPF If R = Qai as assumed ab
H(P,Q,R, F+(P,Q,R)),
F+(P,Q,R) can be evaluated
recursively as
Π3(P1, P2, Qai) = Π2(P1, P2)[7]

H(ab,
ba, ab,
ba)

H(a,
bb, ab,
bb)

H(ba,
aba,
ab,
aba)

Alphabetic PRPF For simplicity(*), we assumed the H
function to extract a word with re-
peated occurrences from input word
pairs

ba bb aba

of word pairing and incorporating some assumptions in terms of G and H, this output simply
represents an element that emerges from the relationships between the original input words,
with the recursive process playing a role in shaping these outcomes.

Theorem 1. (P-PRSF for Word Pairing) For any word pairing (P,Q) and given pair-
ing functions F and G as defined, the Alphabetic Primitive Recursive String Function F+

effectively captures and manipulates the relationships within word pairs.

Proof. The previously proposed lemma [5] along with the proposed Theorem [5] was
the foundation for the equivalence between GPRSF and PRSF. The connection lies in the
concept of ”S-image” or the superposition operation[4],[5],which transforms a string function
into a new one. This concept is analogous to the idea of combining and manipulating word
pairs using the proposed P-PRSF operations. Therefore, this theorem can be proved by
induction on the length of the third component R of the input (P,Q,R).
Base Case: For R = Λ, the base case of Alphabetic Primitive Recursion applies
F+(P,Q,Λ) = F (P,Q). This effectively extracts and manipulates the components of the
input word pair according to F , demonstrating the foundational operation for word pairing.
Inductive Hypothesis: Assume that for any non-empty word R = Qa of length n,
F+(P,Q,Qa) effectively captures and manipulates the relationships within the word pair
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(P,Q), guided by the pairing functions F and G. Consider the word R = Qab of length
n + 1. By the inductive hypothesis, F+(P,Q,Qab) is constructed through interactions be-
tween the word pair (P,Q), R, and the results of previous recursion steps.
Steps: i. Apply H(P,Q,Qab, F+(P,Q,Qab)): This step involves interactions between P ,
Q, Qab, and F+(P,Q,Qab), effectively capturing relationships within the pair and guiding
the construction of the result. ii. The recursive process navigates through the components of
R and their interactions with F+, eventually yielding a word that reflects the relationships
between the original word pair.
By induction, for any non-empty word R,F+(P,Q,R) effectively captures and manipulates
the relationships within the word pair (P,Q). The theorem is proven through induction,
demonstrating that Alphabetic PRSF F+ effectively captures and manipulate relationships
within word pairs.

Theorem 2. (Preservation of Word Pairing Relations) For any word pairing (P,Q)
and given pairing functions F and G as defined, the Alphabetic PRSF F+ preserves the
inherent relationships and interactions within the word pair.

Proof. F+(P,Q,R) is demonstrated to accurately preserve and reflect the relationships
between the components of the input word pair (P,Q) and the recursive components R.
Through Base Case: For R = Λ, F+(P,Q,Λ) evaluates to F (P,Q), capturing the initial
relationship between the components of (P,Q). Using Recursive Case: For R = Qa, where
a is a symbol from the alphabet A, F+(P,Q,Qa) involves interactions between P,Q,Qa
and the result of F+ for the previous recursive component. This step accurately reflects the
inherent interaction between the components of the word pair and guides the outcome based
on the chosen pairing functions F and G.
Considering both the base and recursive cases, it becomes evident that F+(P,Q,R) ef-
fectively preserves the relationships and interactions within the word pair (P,Q) and the
recursive components of R. The preservation of the word pairing relations is established
through the accurate reflection of interactions and relationships within the word pair as
guided by Alphabetic Primitive Recursive String Function F+ . This mathematical proof
reinforces the proposed idea of Pairing Primitive Recursive String Functions for word pairing
scenarios.

Lemma 1. (Preservation of S-Image under P-PRSF Operations) For any word pair-
ing (P,Q) and given pairing functions F and G as defined, the application of Alphabetic
PRSF F+ to a pair of string functions F and G preserves the S-image property.

Proof. Consider a string function F and its S-image F ∗. Applying the Alphabetic PRSF
F+ on F and G to form F+(F,G), the new function F+(F,G)∗ is obtained. As in Base
Case: by applying F+ to F and G retains the S-image property for F+(F,G), as the base
case and operations of F+ are defined consistently with the S-image property. Continue
with Recursive Case: that preserves the S-image property under F+, as it relies on the same
underlying pairing functions F and G that maintain the S-image property.
By induction, the lemma demonstrates that the application of Alphabetic PRSF F+ to the
pairing functions F and G retains the S-image property, analogous to the preservation of
S-image under generalized primitive recursive string functions. While the previous lemma
(2015) deals with generalized primitive recursive string functions and their S-images, the
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proposed new lemma focuses on the preservation of S-image under the proposed P-PRSF
operations for word pairing.

Lemma 2. (Composition of P-PRSF is P-PRSF) For any Pairing Primitive Recur-
sive String Functions (P-PRSF) F and G, the composition F ◦G is also a P-PRSF.

Proof. The composition of P-PRSF functions F and G retains the properties of P-PRSF,
namely the basic functions, superposition, and alphabetic primitive recursion. Both F and
G are P-PRSF, they inherently preserve the basic functions (pairing functions Π1 and Π2)
as well as alphabetic primitive recursion and superposition operations. Therefore, their
composition F ◦G also preserves the basic functions. The superposition operation is defined
as F ∗(G∗(P,Q)), where F ∗ and G∗ are S-images of F and G, respectively. Both F ∗ and G∗

are primitive recursive string functions in the usual sense due to the properties of P-PRSF.
Since the composition of two primitive recursive functions is itself primitive recursive, F ◦G
retains the property of superposition. In respect of Alphabetic PRSF, F and G can also be
defined as with respect to pairing functions Π1 and Π2. The composition F ◦ G is defined
as F+(G+(P,Q,R)), where F+ and G+ are Alphabetic PRSF. The composition retains the
property of alphabetic primitive recursion as it operates on the components and interactions
of the word pair based on the P-PRSF operations.
By establishing the properties of basic functions, superposition, and alphabetic primitive
recursion for the composition F ◦G, we conclude that the composition of P-PRSF functions
is also a P-PRSF. This lemma demonstrates that the composition of P-PRSF functions
adheres to the same principles and operations as individual P-PRSF functions. This supports
the idea that the proposed operations for word pairing maintain their validity even when
combined in a composite manner.

3. Interplay with Generalized Pairing PRSF (GP-PRSF)

Now extend the notion of Pairing Primitive Recursive String Functions (P-PRSF) to involve
interactions with generalized versions of these functions[4],[6],[5]. This would allow us to
combine the foundational idea of word pairing with more complex interactions based on
GP-PRSF.
Let’s denote the Generalized Pairing PRSF as H(P,Q), where H is a function that involves
interactions between word pairs (P,Q) and is guided by specific rules and operations. The
interactions can be more intricate than basic pairing, incorporating additional considerations
or conditions. Here, H is a function that takes two words P and Q as input and performs
complex interactions between them according to H. The proposed concept involves applying
Alphabetic PRSF F+ to a pair of P-PRSF F and GP-PRSF H. This results in the formation
of a new function F+(F,H), which captures the interplay between the simpler word pairing
operations and the more intricate interactions guided by H. The focus is on demonstrating
that the operations of F+(F,H) retain the desired properties of both P-PRSF and GP-PRSF,
thus effectively combining the foundational and advanced aspects.

Example 1 Now we’ll define a GP-PRSF that measures the similarity between two words
based on their character composition. It is actually a very well-developed idea where NLP
researchers achieved effective results in this task, but our focus is only on the interplay
between P-PRSF and GP-PRSF. We’ll then apply the interplay concept to combine this
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GP-PRSF with a P-PRSF. Let’s define a GP-PRSF S(P,Q) that measures the similarity
between two words P and Q based on their character composition. The function S calculates
the number of common characters between P and Q, normalized by the length of the longer
word. The formula for S can be defined[2] as the following equation:

S(P,Q) =
Number of common characters

max(length of P, length of Q)
.

Given a P-PRSF F (P,Q) that extracts the first word of a pair (F (P,Q) = P ), the interplay
function F+(F, S) would involve applying F (P,Q) to the first word of the pair and then
calculating the similarity S between that word and the second word Q. Suppose we have the
following word pair: P=”apple” and Q=”ample”. Using The GP-PRSF S calculates the
similarity between P and Q as 3/5=0.6, now to Interplay with GP-PRSF F+(F, S) P-PRSF
F (P,Q) = P to P , which results in P=”apple”. Then, we calculate the similarity S between
P and Q as F+(F, S)(P,Q)=S(P,Q)=0.6.
As above, The interplay between the basic pairing operation and the GP-PRSF involves
extracting the first word P , calculating the similarity between P and Q, and obtaining a
numeric value that represents the degree of similarity between the words.

4. Conclusion and Future Directions

The concept of Pairing Primitive Recursive String Functions (P-PRSF) within the domain
of word pairing presents a systematic framework for the manipulation and interaction of
word pairs. By integrating fundamental principles of basic recursion[1],[7] with the inventive
methodology of pairing functions, this notion facilitates the extraction, modification, and
integration of linguistic elements. The theorems and lemmas offered in this study provide
evidence for the soundness of P-PRSF, demonstrating its efficacy in accurately representing
and maintaining connections between word pairs. By examining the relationship between
P-PRSF and the more detailed Generalized Pairing PRSF (GP-PRSF), the idea expands its
practicality to encompass complex interactions. The notion of interplay provides opportu-
nities to explore a wide range of applications, wherein fundamental word pairing procedures
may be integrated with sophisticated interactions driven by particular rules. The inherent
capacity of this interaction facilitates the development of novel functionalities that include
the fundamental and intricate procedures.
The scope of future investigation may involve the advancement of algorithms that utilize
the P-PRSF idea in order to facilitate activities such as text analysis, natural language pro-
cessing, and data transformation. Potential applications of this technology include similarity
calculations, text production, and pattern recognition. The study focuses on advanced inter-
action models that aim to investigate a range of GP-PRSF models for intricate interactions
between pairs of words. This exploration has the potential to yield novel functionalities that
effectively capture semantic links, contextually-aware transformations, and sentiment-based
operations. The practical application of the P-PRSF idea to real-world challenges has the
potential to yield innovative solutions. For instance, the use of P-PRSF can provide struc-
tured procedures[4],[5] that could be advantageous in the development of automated text
editing tools, content summarizing techniques, and creative writing applications.
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Â áîëåå ðàííèõ èññëåäîâàíèÿõ áûëî ïðåäñòàâëåíî ïîíÿòèå îáîáùåííûõ
ïðèìèòèâíî-ðåêóðñèâíûõ ñòðîêîâûõ ôóíêöèé è èññëåäîâàíû èõ ñâÿçè ñ
àáñòðàêòíûìè ïðèìèòèâíî-ðåêóðñèâíûìè ñòðîêîâûìè ôóíêöèÿìè, îñíîâàííûìè
íà ñïàðèâàíèè. Íàøå èññëåäîâàíèå ñîñðåäîòî÷åíî âîêðóã óñòàíîâëåíèÿ
ôóíäàìåíòàëüíîé òåîðåìû, êîòîðàÿ óñòàíàâëèâàåò ñâÿçü ìåæäó ýòèìè äâóìÿ
ðàçëè÷íûìè âèäàìè ôóíêöèé. Òåîðåìà êîíêðåòíî óñòàíàâëèâàåò, ÷òî
óíèâåðñàëüíîå îïðåäåëåíèå êàæäîé îáîáùåííîé ñïàðèâàþùåé ïðèìèòèâíî-
ðåêóðñèâíîé ñòðóííîé ôóíêöèè çàâèñèò îò åå ñîîòâåòñòâèÿ îáû÷íîé (àáñòðàêòíîé)
ñïàðèâàþùåé ïðèìèòèâíî-ðåêóðñèâíîé ñòðóííîé ôóíêöèè.

Â ýòîé ñòàòüå ïðåäñòàâëåíà èííîâàöèîííàÿ êîíöåïöèÿ îáúåäèíåíèÿ ïðèìè-
òèâíûõ ðåêóðñèâíûõ ñòðîêîâûõ ôóíêöèé (P-PRSF) äëÿ ìàíèïóëèðîâàíèÿ ïàðàìè
ñëîâ è âçàèìîäåéñòâèÿ ñ íèìè. Îñíîâûâàÿñü íà ïðèíöèïàõ ïðèìèòèâíîé
ðåêóðñèè è ôóíêöèÿõ ñïàðèâàíèÿ, P-PRSF ïîçâîëÿåò èçâëåêàòü, ïðåîáðàçîâûâàòü
è êîìáèíèðîâàòü êîìïîíåíòû ñëîâà. Ïðåäëîæåííûå òåîðåìû ïîäòâåðæäàþò
ýôôåêòèâíîñòü P-PRSF ïðè îáíàðóæåíèè îòíîøåíèé âíóòðè ïàð ñëîâ. Áîëåå
òîãî, âçàèìîäåéñòâèå ìåæäó P-PRSF è Generalized Pairing PRSF (GP-PRSF)
ðàñøèðÿåò êîíöåïöèþ è âêëþ÷àåò áîëåå ñëîæíûå âçàèìîäåéñòâèÿ.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: Ïàðû ñëîâ, PRSF, îáîáùåííûå ïàðû PRSF, îáîáùåííûå
ïàðû PRSF, ñóïåðïîçèöèÿ, àëôàâèòíûå PRSF.

´³Ý³ÉÇ µ³é»ñ` ´³é»ñÇ ½áõ·³íáñáõÙ, PRSF, ÁÝ¹Ñ³Ýñ³óí³Í PRSF ½áõ·³íáñáõÙ,
ëáõå»ñåá½ÇóÇ³, ³Ûµµ»Ý³Ï³Ý PRSF:

Ñ³Ù³ñ: ÐÇÙÝí»Éáí å³ñ½áõÝ³Ï é»ÏáõñëÇ³ÛÇ ¨ ½áõ·³íáñÙ³Ý ýáõÝÏóÇ³Ý»ñÇ ëÏ½µáõÝùÝ»ñÇ 
íñ³` P-PRSF-Á ÑÝ³ñ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝ ¿ ï³ÉÇë µ³éÇ µ³Õ³¹ñÇãÝ»ñÇ ù³Õí³ÍùÁ, ÷áË³Ï»ñåáõÙÁ 
¨ Ñ³Ù³ÏóáõÙÁ: ²é³ç³ñÏí³Í Ã»áñ»ÙÝ»ñÁ Ñ³ëï³ïáõÙ »Ý P-PRSF-Ç ³ñ¹ÛáõÝ³í»ïáõÃÛáõÝÁ 
µ³é³½áõÛ·»ñÇ Ù»ç ÷áËÑ³ñ³µ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ ýÇùë»Éáõ Ñ³ñóáõÙ: ²í»ÉÇÝ, P-PRSF-Ç 
¨ ÁÝ¹Ñ³Ýñ³óí³Í ½áõ·³ÏóÙ³Ý PRSF-Ç (GP-PRSF) ÷áË³½¹»óáõÃÛáõÝÁ ÁÝ¹É³ÛÝáõÙ ¿ 
Ñ³Û»ó³Ï³ñ·Á` Ý»ñ³é»Éáí ³í»ÉÇ µ³ñ¹ ÷áË³½¹»óáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ:
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